
Pip & Arrow
Rabbitry Terms of Sale

Updated February 22, 2015
It will be assumed that you have read the Terms of Sale in its entirety before contacting Pip & 
Arrow about purchasing a rabbit.

Pip & Arrow Farm does not sell pets. 
Though many small homesteads and fiber enthusiasts choose to house their fiber 
rabbits indoors, the Farm sells working livestock only. If you are looking for an 
adoptable house rabbit, please contact our local House Rabbit Society Chapter, 
Alabama EARS, or the Greater Birmingham Humane Society for information about 
adopting a shelter bunny.

Show rabbits are $100 each. ($75 to 4H or ARBA Youth Showmen/women) 
Brood rabbits are $75 each. 
Wooler rabbits are $50 each.† 

Accepted payment methods include cash, cheque, or money order. 

Each rabbit will leave Pip & Arrow Farm with:
!. a one-week supply of the food he/she has been eating in order to ease the transition 

onto your barn’s/household’s diet,
!. a care package of any familiar toys, grass hay, and treats,
!. up to one month’s supply of any special medication particular to the rabbit (if 

applicable),
!. official pedigree, copies of associated pedigrees from related barns, and any applicable 

registration papers,
!. a copy of the signed Terms of Sale.

No rabbit will leave Pip & Arrow Farm until it has reached at least ten weeks of age. 

Rabbits sold as show and/or breeding stock will be provided with pedigrees and any 
relevant registration papers. Those rabbits who are sold as wooler stock will be 
provided with a pedigree to prevent the loss of important genetic information, but 
woolers are not recommended for breeding. Pedigrees will be marked accordingly 
and left ears tattooed "WOOLER".† 

Pedigrees should not be altered without consultation. Please discuss discrepancies 
with the farm. This will help everyone involved keep accurate records as well as track 
genetic outliers. The farm is always interested to hear what you have found in your 
related lines and will also share any updated information with anyone involved. If 
you have a rabbit with PIP'S in the pedigree without a signed copy of it's original 
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pedigree, I cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information provided. Please contact 
me at any time with questions or concerns you may have about a PIP's rabbit. I will 
respond as quickly and fully as I can and if I do not know the answer, I will do my 
best to find it. 

Rabbits are to be paid for in full before leaving Pip & Arrow Farm. In the case of 
payment upon pickup, only cash will be accepted. 

A 50% deposit is required to hold your rabbit. Rabbits can be held for 30 days. If the 
remainder of payment is not received within 30 days of receiving the deposit, the 
deposit will be forfeit and the rabbit re-listed for sale. 

If for some reason you cannot pick up your rabbit within 30 days of your deposit, Pip 
& Arrow can board your rabbit at a rate of $1.00 per day for up to 60 additional days. 
The rabbit must be paid for in full to be eligible for boarding at Pip & Arrow Farm. If 
full payment is not received within 30 days of the initial deposit, the deposit will be 
forfeit and the rabbit re-listed for sale. If the rabbit is not picked up within the 60 
additional days, then any fees and deposits will be forfeit and the rabbit re-listed for 
sale. If your rabbit must stay longer than 60 days, Pip & Arrow will be happy to work out a 
solution with you, but these special arrangements must be made before the end of the 60-day 
boarding period. 

A transportation fee of $25 will be applied to all deliveries. Pip & Arrow does not 
ship rabbits. If you require us to deliver a rabbit to you at a certain location, please 
make the proper arrangements with us in advance.‡ 

If your new rabbit requires a travel crate, please make arrangements with us in 
advance. 

There is no guarantee that every Pipinarrow rabbit will win shows or produce show 
winners. 

When purchasing Wooler stock, the buyer agrees to refrain from breeding the 
animal.† Should the animal be bred despite this, either by intent or accident, Pip & 
Arrow will not be held responsible for any faults or defects among the offspring. 

Each rabbit is guaranteed to be in good health and condition upon pick-up. If the 
rabbit suffers illness or injury prior to pickup, a full refund will be issued and the 
rabbit will remain with Pip & Arrow, free of charge, until the issue can be resolved. 

Pip & Arrow is not responsible for any illness or injury incurred after leaving Pip & 
Arrow Farm. Please take care of your bunny! Should you run into any trouble with your 
rabbit in the future, Pip & Arrow would be most happy to offer advice and/or to 
connect you with any care services your rabbit may require. However, Pip & Arrow 
will not be held financially responsible for your rabbit once it leaves the Farm. 
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Pip & Arrow reserves the right to refuse the sale of any rabbit at any time, without 
explanation or warning. If Pip & Arrow cancels the transaction at any time for any 
reason, a full refund will be issued. 

Pip & Arrow does not conduct rabbit sales to unknown individuals during the month 
of the Easter holiday. 

Pip & Arrow offers a buy-back policy for rabbits whose homes have become 
incompatible with their needs. If for any reason you can no longer care for your 
rabbit, please contact us to discuss returning your rabbit to Pip & Arrow Farm. 
Depending on the situation, Pip & Arrow may offer to buy back your rabbit at the 
rate of $25 per animal. There is no transportation fee for our buy-back program. 

By signing this Rabbitry’s Terms of Sale, the buyer agrees never, under any 
circumstances, to surrender a Pipinarrow rabbit to any Animal Shelter or Rescue 
Organization. If for any reason the buyer can no longer care for the rabbit, he/she 
agrees to contact Pip & Arrow Farm to initiate a buy-back or return.

†Rabbits sold as wooler stock are those rabbits who exhibit quality fiber but have been judged 
to be unsuitable for breeding either by genetic fault or defect, which may or may not be visible. 
These animals would pass on the fault to their offspring and therefore should not be bred. A 
common example is mismatched eye color, wrongly-colored toenail, improper tail carriage, or 
the recessive carry of such a trait, which does not adhere to the ARBA Standard of Perfection.
‡It may be possible for Pipinarrow rabbits to travel via the Drift. Please contact me for more 
information.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I agree to the above Terms of Sale.

Signed: ______________________________________________"Date:   ____/____/_______

Name (please print):   ______________________________________________
"

Signed:    " " " " " " " Date:   ____/____/_______

Laura McWane
Farm Manager, Pip & Arrow Farm


